
Eligible households that take advantage of the new up to $30 per month ACP benefit (or up to $75 per month for 
those on qualified Tribal lands) and apply it to their Access from AT&T plan can then receive internet service at no 
monthly charge.

How can my community take advantage of free internet?
First, households can confirm their eligibility for the new ACP benefit and get approved with the federal government’s 
National Verifier at affordableconnectivity.gov. Then, they can call us at (855) 220-5211, and we will verify ACP approval and 
set them up on a plan with the ACP benefit.

All households that qualify and enroll with AT&T for ACP with their home internet will also qualify for our Access from 
AT&T program, including the newest speed tier.

AT&T believes that access to technology and the internet at home is important to a student's education, and we are proud 
to provide opportunities for families and students to have access to reliable, affordable broadband to qualified 
households with Access from AT&T.

1 Available in the 21 states where AT&T offers wireline home internet services.
2 Access Plans 10Mbps and below have data allowances. Customers who exceed those allowances may incur a $10 fee.   
3 Limited availability in select areas. Internet speed claims represent maximum wired network service capability speeds to the home and 
recommended setup. Actual customer speeds are not guaranteed. Single device wired speed maximum 4.7Gbps. Visit att.com/speed101 for details
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As our students head back to school to start a new academic year, we understand that having access to 
affordable, reliable internet has never been more essential to a student's education.

Across North Carolina, AT&T is enhancing connected learning opportunities to plan ahead for the first day of school. 
To help students in our communities stay connected to their education, we are offering solutions that expand 
access to affordable and high-quality internet.

Free internet offer for eligible North Carolina households
Access from AT&T, our low-cost program for home internet offered to limited-income households, has been enhanced so 
customers no longer have data caps and can also experience Internet speed plans of up to 100 Mbps. 

And by combining new plans from our low-cost Access from AT&T program with federal benefits from the Affordable 
Connectivity Program (ACP), eligible households can take advantage of free internet. 

How is AT&T making this possible?
The new Access from AT&T1 program provides faster internet plans with up to 100 Mbps of symmetrical speeds for $30 
per month with no cap on data usage.2 

That includes our fastest plans on AT&T Fiber, with speeds up to 5-Gigs in parts of more than 70 metro areas.

Can the ACP benefit be applied on plans other than Access from AT&T?
Eligible households can apply the ACP benefit to most of our existing AT&T Internet plans. That means qualified 
customers can save up to $30 per month (or up to $75 on qualifying Tribal lands) on most plans that we offer.

Customers can also choose to apply the ACP benefit to their AT&T Prepaid or Cricket Wireless plan. The benefit is limited 
to one service per household.

https://www.affordableconnectivity.gov/
https://www.att.com/internet/access/
https://www.att.com/internet/access/

